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CHAPTER 8
• While in Sanders’ room Flavia finds a pie crust & a Feather in the trash,
Flavia realizes Sanders brought the jacksnipe from Norway in a pie crust.
• Flavia finds two postage stamps concealed in a sticker on Mr. Sanders’
suitcase
• Flavia finds Sanders’ signature on the guest registry
• Mr. Pemberton arrives at the Thirteen Drakes

• Escapes the inn but has to jump in the back of a lorry to get away from Tully

CHAPTER 9
• We get background info on Ophelia, and see father at work
• Flavia realizes she left her bike at the Inn and has to go back again
• Hewitt interviews Tully briefly, Flavia is happy she investigated first

• Dogger and Flavia compare notes about what they told the police
• Flavia realizes that none of the family would have eaten the custard pie… So
who did?

CHAPTER 10
• Background on the De Luce church habits, Miss Mountjoy storms out at the
mention of the dead stranger
• Hewitt talks to Father
• Flavia deduces that the man ate a poisoned piece of pie while on the Folly
• During a rainstorm while on the Folly, Flavia meets Frank Pemberton, she
tells him of a sudden death at Buckshaw
• Pemberton tells Flavia if Father would allow him to photograph the home
later, Pemberton would be at the Inn.

CHAPTER 11
• Flavia decides to talk to Miss Mountjoy again by way of Miss Cool, she buys
sweets to kiss up a little
• Miss Mountjoy reveals that Sanders is actually Horace Bonepenny, and Flavia
has no idea who that is
• Flavia asks Dogger about Horace, and Dogger tells her there are questions
that shouldn’t be asked
• Father is arrested

CHAPTER 12
• Father has been taken to one of two jails, Hinley being the most obvious
• Flavia goes through father’s study looking for the stamp that was on the bird.
She found it hidden behind a clock pendulum
• The stamp was marked “B ONE PENNY H”
• Flavia heads to Hinley

CHAPTER 13
• Flavia meets Max, who confirms that Stavanger is in Norway, and Horace had
been there based on the sticker on his luggage
• Flavia makes it to the police station, she attempts to sweet talk an officer into
letting her see her father, as she tries to leave she discovers Gladys is gone,
and inspector Hewitt asks her to come with him
• Flavia “admits” to killing Bonepenny in an attempt to get access to her
father

CHAPTER 14
• Hewitt does not actually believe her but lets her see her father anyway
• Flavia mentions Horace to father and gets his attention, father denies kill
Horace, Flavia then tells Father what she knows
• Flavia tells Father that Dogger was outside the door as well
• Father feared that he was

CHAPTER 15
• Father tells the story
• Shipped to Greyminster,
• how he met Twinning,
• got into conjuring,
• Jacko took “Bony” under his
wing

• Gives lots of background into
Bonepenny’s personality
• performed the “Resurection of
Tchang Fu” with Bonepenny
• afterwards Bony was too cool
for Jacko

CHAPTER 16
• explains prestidigitation and Bony’s prowess at it
• Twinning starts a philatelic society
• Background on Dr. Kissing and how he got into philately

• Story of the “Ulster Avenger” stamp in Kissing’s collection
• We discover why the “ulster Avenger is valuable
• Flavia has the only two in existence.

